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Abstract

IntroductIon

To quote Hippocrates, “Life is short, the art long, opportunity 
fleeting, experience treacherous and judgment difficult.” 
Clinical judgment has been the proverbial Sword of Damocles 
hanging over a neurologist’s head since time immemorial. 
In a recent study, the diagnostic accuracy of a doctor was 
considered to be far superior when pitted against artificial 
intelligence (AI) algorithms, with a caveat that doctors also 
made incorrect diagnosis in 15% of cases.[1] While the gray 
cells of an experienced neurologist may filter through the 
multitude of clinical possibilities using his or her experience, 
AI, on the other hand, invokes complex algorithms based on 
previously fed data sets to achieve similar results.[2,3]

clInIcal Judgment versus artIFIcIal IntellIgence

Let us imagine the scenario of a neurologist and AI-based 
system being called simultaneously to see a patient. In the 
process of proceeding to see the patient, both the neurologist 
and the AI system will have to consider an infinite set of possible 
diagnoses. Let us further assume that the patient is a middle-aged 
man who has developed an acute-onset inability to speak. At the 
point of the first contact, the AI system with its built-in camera, 
microphones, and deductive algorithms will struggle to narrow 
down the possibilities from the original infinite set of possible 
diagnoses. The neurologist, however, having arrived at the scene 
may be able to immediately narrow down the possibilities to a 
finite number based on prior knowledge and human intuition 
and instinct. As more information become available by the way 
of leading questions and guided investigations, the possibilities 
become progressively fewer in number. Soon, a structure 
emerges, and differential diagnosis takes a form. The efficiency 
of AI system, though wanting to start with, will progressively 
improve to parallel and even surpass the human reasoning, 
as more and more information is successively fed into it. The 
cognitive process involved in reasoning the clinical scenario 
cited above can be depicted in the form of a funnel, with its wide 
diameter representing the reasoning process just before the point 
of first contact (A) and narrow end, the final conclusion (C) 

[Figure 1]. The shrinking diameter of the funnel (B) reflects 
narrowing down of possibilities with progressive acquisition 
of new information.[4]

Pauker et al. have estimated that the core knowledge of internal 
medicine involves about two million facts or data points.[5] It 
would be wise to assume then that any AI system must sift 
through at least two million facts at the wide end of the funnel 
before moving forward toward point B. At the wide end of the 
funnel, the totality of the world must be encountered with its 
huge amount of data that may not always follow the classical 
computer logic of true or false.[4] This can be a limiting factor 
for most AI systems. The seasoned neurologist, on the other 
hand, can quickly move from this world of overwhelming facts 
at point A toward the zone at point B, as suggested in the clinical 
vignette above. The AI may, however, be able to outperform the 
neurologist in moving from point B to point C (conclusion or 
final diagnosis) due to the limited data points to start with and 
powerful algorithms with blazing computing speeds.

rule‑Based exPert system versus machIne 
learnIng model

Rule-based expert algorithms, based on human prefed knowledge 
database, employ computer programs based on Bayesian 
inference, Fuzzy logic, and other statistical models, to infer 
from clinical input. This is akin to a navigation app (e.g., Google 
Maps) computing the shortest route from point A to point B 
based on prefed data points in a city map database. Rule-based 
expert systems based on prefed static data tend to work in the 
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manner an ideal undergraduate medical student would, by taking 
general principles about medicine and applying them to new 
patients. A study involving fifty Clinicopathological conferences 
published in NEJM suggested pattern recognition and selection 
of a “pivot” or key finding as an essential step toward generating 
a differential diagnosis.[6] AI systems based on machine learning 
algorithms and neural networks are explicitly designed to 
recognize patterns in the fed data.[2] It approaches clinical 
problems as a doctor progressing through residency might, i.e., 
by learning rules and patterns from every new patient seen. 
AI-based solution is, therefore, not preprogrammed by humans 
but are capable of “programming” itself when fed with very 
large amounts of structured and unstructured data. These data 
sets exist in neurology in the form of electronic medical records 
including patient’s imaging data. These self-learned patterns, 
referred to as learned “models,” later form a pivot for the AI to 
derive meaningful clinical inferences from new real-time patient 
data. This is similar to modern driver-less cars trying to constantly 
predict and negotiate the evolving scenarios based on real-time 
data as they move forward without human intervention. AI, 
thus, acquires dynamic “knowledge” progressively in real-time 
through training, validation, and practical application through 
data sets, whereas rule-based expert algorithms are static in 
their knowledge base and output. A trained AI algorithm may in 
principle acquire enough prowess to outperform human clinical 
reasoning skills. The potential ramification of this phenomenon 
in the field of neurology is profound.

artIFIcIal IntellIgence In neurology

In a recently published article, a machine learning algorithm 
for image classification called a deep convolutional neural 
network was trained using a retrospective data set of 128,175 
retinal images, which were graded for diabetic retinopathy by 
a panel of human experts. When the algorithm was tested with 
new data sets of fundus photographs, it diagnosed diabetic 
retinopathy with a sensitivity and specificity of 90% and 
98%, respectively.[7] In a recent study published in Lancet, 
a retrospectively collected data set containing 313,318 head 
computed tomography (CT) scans together with their clinical 
reports from around twenty centers in India was used to train 
an AI algorithm to detect critical findings on CT scan.[8] The 
deep learning algorithm could accurately identify head CT 
scan abnormalities requiring urgent attention, opening up 

the possibility to use these algorithms to automate the triage 
process. Machine learning has the potential to displace the work 
of radiologists as neuroimaging converted to digitized image 
data sets when fed into these algorithms will soon deliver an 
accuracy exceeding that of the trained human eye.[1] Bentley 
et al. have used CT scan-based AI to predict intracranial 
hemorrhage in patients receiving intravenous thrombolysis with 
tPA.[9] Machine learning has also been employed in outcome 
predictions and prognostic evaluation after strokes.[10-17]

the dark sIde

Today’s machine learning is not the sponge-like learning that 
humans are capable of, making rapid progress in a new domain 
without having to be drastically redesigned for the specific 
task. The ability of an algorithm to perform outstandingly at 
a single task like making a diagnosis from a digitized image 
should not be confused with the larger task of performing the 
role of an neurologist involved in day-to-day patient care. 
Machine learning algorithms are also data hungry, needing 
data points to the tune of millions to be of any value. Training 
AI with clinical data sets is also prone to human biases during 
data collection. AI algorithms are often referred to as “black 
box models” because, unlike the rule-based expert systems, 
the underlying rationale for the generated output by the AI 
algorithm is inscrutable not only by physicians, but also by 
the engineers who develop them.[18]

conclusIon

To quote Charles Darwin, “It is not the strongest of the 
species that survive, nor the most intelligent, but the one most 
responsive to change.” Algorithms of tomorrow may equal or 
outperform the doctor even at the wide end of the funnel (A). 
There is a need to create awareness and foresee this disruption 
while growing along, adapting to this new reality. Sir William 
Osler once said, “Medicine is the science of uncertainty and 
the art of probability-Listen, listen, listen the patient is telling 
you the diagnosis.” AI is listening, are we?
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I just saw an ape

In agony and misery

With its tail between the planks

Crying with all its might

Then I volunteered

Me a medico nothing more

To which he replied yes, yes

Then he hesitated, Wait Please!

Are you a specialist “tailologist”

Of the species ape; genus clown

No said I, afraid I’m not

But still I might be of help

Then he asked me for my qualification

Just a diploma, no degree

But still I said I can help

Deliver you from present misery

Will it pain, save my tail

Not a hair should be misplaced

I said I’ll try my best

Deliver you from hurt and pain

No scar there be, no incision

A route via anus at best

But still I said I can help

Try my best, Lord do the rest

But still he hesitated, hesitated, hesitated

Alas I could but watch in vain

Death at last embraces him.

Still his last words were resonating

“I died with my tail intact”

Yet I received from his kith and kin

A few weeks later, I opened it

It welled my eyes, broke me up

I’ve been sued for medical negligence.
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